Paragraph Writing Assignment: Joanne Ryder Style

- Create a mind map and describe 6 characteristics (movement, habits, environment, physical attributes, noises they make, diet, etc) of an animal of your choosing.

  **Descriptive Paragraph - Setting #2**
  In detail describe your surroundings - sounds, smells, colours, trees, place and time.

  **Descriptive paragraph - #3**
  Animal - properties, senses (touch, fur, pattern, body movement, special features)

  **Descriptive Paragraph #4**
  Problem - predator - danger? Express emotion - action! Solve problem, changing you till...
  Transition back.

- Using the mind map, use sensory words to and descriptive word choices:

  • Touch/feeling, smell, taste, sight, and sound

  • Use Joanne Ryder's writing style to:

    • Begin (introductory sentence): Imagine you are (where?)

    • Middle (build the body): use of descriptive sentences to transform: changes you till....

    • End (concluding sentence): Your story: you are back home....

    • Need 5-10 descriptive sentences in the paragraph

    • Skip lines on the rough copy to enable editing
Multi-Use Master #2: Sensory Wheel
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